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Abstract:  
Since it was first developed (see Spiess and Florian, 1989) the strategy-based transit assignment has been extensively 
used and its properties are well understood. The computation of optimal strategies is relatively fast and is comparable, 
more or less, to the computation of a shortest path tree for one destination. However, since it is the solution of a linear 
program it produces extremal solutions. 
 
The set of strategies that are considered in a transit assignment may be enlarged by introducing elements of discrete 
choice modeling into the route choices that are considered. One can include a larger number of strategies in the 
assignment by allowing multiple strategies to be used, one from each connector access to the transit network. In 
addition some walk choices may also be enlarged by considering choices made between different transit stops that are 
served by different lines and require one or more walk links for access. 
 
This development is based in part on the work of Nguyen et al (1998) in which an algorithm for a logit choice of 
strategies was developed. The difference between the model considered in the Nguyen et al paper and this 
development is that walk was not considered as an option in the construction of the strategies. The walk mode was 
only considered implicitly on connector links from an origin node. 
 
The basic transit assignment based on the computation of optimal strategies is generalized first to compute 
simultaneously the best paths that do not require walking and the best paths that may access  a transit stop with one or 
more walk links. Then the set of walk links considered is augmented by adding “efficient” walk links (following a 
basic idea due to Dial (1971)). 
 
Other modifications to the computation of optimal strategies include giving preference to transit services that are faster 
but less frequent. 
 
The modified strategy transit assignment algorithm is shown to produce more realistic results in networks where the 
zones are large and there are several connector links; and in dense transit networks where relatively short walks are 
required for access attractive alternative transit paths. 
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